This paper analyzes temporal variation in measured multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) wireless channels with moving communication nodes. A wideband 8×8 sounder is employed to measure the response of indoor and outdoor channels at 2.55 and 5.2 GHz. The rate of channel temporal variation is then quantified in terms of information theoretic metrics that indicate the loss in channel quality as transmit and receive channel state information becomes increasingly outdated.
Introduction
Numerous different analytical and experimental studies have revealed the dramatic capacity increase enabled by exploiting the multipath spatial structure with multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) communications [5] . However, realization of this benefit depends critically on the availability of channel state information (CSI) [3] typically obtained by periodic transmission of known training sequences. When the channel varies rapidly, such as might occur when one or both of the communication nodes is moving, the required training frequency can reduce and eventually eliminate the capacity improvement enabled by MIMO technology.
Because the degree of channel time variation limits the achievable MIMO performance, it becomes essential that we obtain an understanding of the channel temporal properties. While there has been some preliminary work on MIMO channel time variation [2, 7, 11, 13] , fully understanding the implications of this phenomenon requires formulation of a comprehensive analysis which applies rigorous metrics for MIMO channel variation to real-world channel measurements. This paper reveals the results of measurements taken at 2.5 and 5.2 GHz in several representative indoor and outdoor environments. Simple analysis of the channel eigenmodes reveals the extent of the time variation due to node motion. Furthermore, information theoretic metrics which approximate the loss in capacity due to outdated CSI and the receiver and/or the transmitter are formulated and applied to the data in order to quantify the full impact of the channel temporal variation on practical system performance. The results reveal that in most cases, transmit CSI remains useful for several wavelengths, due likely to the fact that the important role of the transmitter is to direct energy into the proper spatial directions. In contrast, receive CSI must be updated approximately every tenth of a wavelength in order to maintain reasonable performance. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the wideband 8×8 MIMO channel sounder used for the measurements in this campaign [8] [9] [10] . The system uses an arbitrary waveform generator to create a multi-tone signal with up to 100 MHz of instantaneous bandwidth. This signal is then up-converted to an RF carrier, amplified, and fed to a microwave switch which routes the signal to one of eight transmit antennas. For the measurements in this work, the transmit antenna is a uniform circular array (UCA) of eight monopoles (λ/2 inter-element spacing). Each transmit element has its own power amplifier to avoid transmit power limitations imposed by the switch specifications.
Channel Measurements

Measurement System
At the receiver, a microwave switch routes signals from the eight-element monopole UCA to a receiver which performs low noise amplification, down-conversion, automatic gain control (AGC), and A/D conversion on a personal computer (PC). Microwave switch control is performed by a custom-designed synchronization unit that scans all possible antenna combinations, where the number of antennas and dwell time are selectable. Highly stable 10 MHz rubidium time/frequency references provide transmit/receive system synchronization. The receive waveforms and AGC levels are stored on the PC for channel coefficient estimation.
Indoor Measurements
For indoor environments, the transmit signal consists of eight tones with 10 MHz separation at a center frequency of either 2.55 or 5.2 GHz and an average transmit power of 200 mW. The system uses a dwell time of 50 μs on each antenna either every In each room, tests were performed with the transmitter off and receiver stationary to ensure that the level of co-channel interference was negligible. The subsequent measurements were then taken with either a stationary or moving (fast acquisition mode) receiver. Figure 3 plots the resulting Doppler spectrum averaged over all eight indoor locations, with the 1 Hz maximum Doppler for stationary measurements being small compared to the 5-10 Hz maximum Doppler for moving measurements. These results reveal that the effects of moving scatterers in the environment are relatively unimportant and that even slow acquisition meets the Nyquist criterion for capturing the channel time variation. 
Outdoor Measurements
Because the outdoor measurements involved longer ranges and more difficult propagation environments, achieving adequate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver required a significantly larger transmit power spectral density. Therefore, the transmit signal used 8 MHz of bandwidth (eight tones with 1 MHz spacing) as opposed to the 80 MHz of bandwidth used for the indoor scenarios. Because of the lower transmission bandwidth, fast 3.2 ms acquisition could be performed for a complete 15 s. All measurements were performed at 2.55 GHz center frequency and an average transmit power of 2 W. Figure 4 provides a map of the outdoor scenario consisting of classroom buildings (C) with brick and cinder block construction, temporary (T) metal structures, and a heating plant (P). Many stationary cars are parked along the street. The transmitter was placed at a single position while the receiver was placed at nine different positions on the street or sidewalks as shown. Figure 5 plots the average Doppler spectrum for measurements with the receiver stationary or moving at 30 cm/s, with respective maximum Dopplers of about 1 Hz and 5 Hz. Here again, the effect of moving scatterers appears to be small. 
MIMO Time-variation Metrics
Quantification of the time-variation of the measured channels requires development of appropriate metrics for MIMO systems. Although these metrics are intended for time-varying channels, we characterize variation versus movement distance, allowing the results to be scaled according to speed.
Consider the narrowband MIMO system described by
where x is the vector of input signals, H is the channel transfer matrix, η η η is the vector of receiver noise samples, and y is the vector of receive signals. Since this work emphasizes the channel evolution, we assume that the initial estimateĤ of the channel transfer matrix at zero displacement is error free.
We define capacity as a function of displacement d as the instantaneous mutual information given knowledge of the channel at d = 0. As d increases, we expect a capacity reduction as the CSI becomes increasingly outdated. Such a capacity degradation metric is related to capacity under imperfect CSI where the initial channel estimateĤ is in error [6, 12] . The unique goal of this work, however, is to infer from MIMO measurements the elapsed time (or distance moved) beyond which an initial channel estimate is no longer suitable for high-capacity communications, information which is useful to the system designer who must choose transmit/receive CSI update rates and system adaptation strategies. We note that capacity degradation with outdated receive CSI has been studied by other researchers resulting in the development of similar metrics [1, 7, 11] .
Transmit CSI Delay (TCD)
First, consider the case of transmit CSI delay (TCD) where the receiver has perfect CSI (H) but the transmitter only has the delayed channel estimate (Ĥ). We define capacity for delayed 
where H is the true channel, σ 2 is the receiver noise variance, Q(Ĥ) is the optimal transmit covariance given by the waterfilling solution (assuming H =Ĥ), I is the identity matrix, Tr {Q} ≤ P T , | · | is a matrix determinant, and P T is the total allowed transmit power. In this work, P T and σ 2 are chosen so that the single-input single-output (SISO) SNR averaged over all channel snapshots at a specific location is 10 dB. As the estimateĤ becomes increasingly outdated, C T will tend to decrease. The distance at which the TCD capacity drops below the uninformed transmit capacity (C T with Q = I) will be denoted as d T .
Receive CSI Delay (RCD)
Next, consider the case of receive CSI delay (RCD), where both the transmitter and receiver have outdated CSI. If the transmitter and receiver attempt to form parallel Gaussian channels using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the delayed channel estimate (Ĥ =ÛŜV H ), we have
The approach constructs parallel channels with gainsŜ ii but creates self-interference controlled by the matrix M.
For the RCD capacity to be completely general, no arbitrary constraints are placed on the time-variant behavior of H which leads to unknown statistics for M. Therefore, the signaling strategy cannot be adapted to mitigate the effects of the selfinterference. Since defining the capacity of this channel rigorously is difficult, we instead lower bound the capacity by computing the mutual information of a simplified system.
First, we assume that the transmitter uses the signaling strategy that is optimal for the case of no self-interference, or that x has zero-mean independent Gaussian elements with covariance
, where p i is the transmit power allocated to the ith parallel channel. While the statistics of the self-interference term z = Mx are unknown, we make the analysis tractable and lower bound the capacity by assuming they are Gaussian. For a fixed transmit covariance R x , this leads to the mutual information
where R z = E zz H . Achieving this mutual information requires the receiver to know the covariance R z which implies additional training. However, this contradicts our assumption that the receiver only has knowledge ofĤ at d = 0.
A more realistic assumption is that the receiver knows the level of self-interference on the parallel sub-channels but is unaware of the cross-correlation. Then R z is assumed to be diagonal with entries
For a fixed transmit covariance, the mutual information reduces to
where p i are found according to water-filling (assuming H = H and
, and Φ Φ Φ is a diagonal matrix with |Φ ii | = 1. We define d R as the distance at which C R drops to 50% of its maximum value.
When Φ Φ Φ = I, the definitions for M in (4) and (8) are identical (Ĥ =ÛŜV H ), and M therefore includes the effect of changing phase on the parallel communication channels. However, channel phase variation is uninteresting from the standpoint of time-varying multipath structure since it can arise from system considerations (local oscillator drift, temperature variations), and its impact can be removed by using differential modulation. Therefore, setting arg(Φ ii ) = arg({Û H HV} ii ) will remove the impact of phase variation of the individual parallel channels and emphasize the impact of the changing channel spatial structure.
The mutual information expression in (6) does not represent actual capacity for a number of reasons. Obviously, the assumptions of independent Gaussian interference will not be true in general. Also, we have neglected the possibility that transmitter and receiver work together to learn the statistical nature of the time-varying channel and adapt their signaling strategy to minimize the self-interference. Although we have investigated this possibility, in practice the capacity gains for such a strategy are usually only modest. Finally, the definition of capacity requires an infinite-time coding window over which channel statistics are stationary, which will clearly not be the case for the arbitrary fading channels we consider. Despite these shortcomings, we feel that the definition is useful as a numerical measure of the level of time variability of MIMO channels in an information theoretic sense. 
Averaging
To allow observation of the average channel time-variation behavior, we compute average capacities as
where
is the channel transfer matrix for frequency bin k and distance index n, d is the separation distance of samples, M = N F (N −m), and N F and N are the number of frequency bins and distance samples, respectively.
Results
In this section, we analyze the TCD and RCD capacity metrics for MIMO channels measured in the indoor and outdoor scenarios described in Section 2. Figure 6 plots the TCD capacity metric C T normalized by the maximum value (zero displacement) as a function of distance for the two frequencies. The three sets of curves correspond to the average, maximum, and minimum values over all 8 locations and all frequencies. The displacement is represented as physical distance (m) as opposed to electrical distance (wavelengths) since this scale leads to high agreement between the curves at the two frequencies. This fact suggests that capacity loss due to delayed transmit CSI arises mainly from long-term changes in the multipath structure (direction and power) and not the small-scale fading. The distance d T at which the capacity curve intersects the uninformed transmit capacity (C UT ) represents the distance beyond which transmit CSI is no longer useful.
Indoor Channels
It is noteworthy that d T ≈ 0.6 m and 1.5 m for the 2.55 and 5.2 GHz measurements, respectively. These relatively large values suggest that even infrequent training can benefit performance, somewhat in contrast to conventional wisdom that transmit CSI is impractical due to the required feedback. This observation is similar to that made in [4] , where transmit precoding was shown to be beneficial for CSI delays induced by movement of up to about 1.5 m at 2.45 GHz. Figure 7 plots the normalized RCD capacity as a function of electrical distance at the two frequencies. The similarity of the curves for the two frequencies versus electrical distance suggests that fading controls RCD capacity. The rapid decay in C R with distance (d R ≈ λ/4) indicates that training is required frequently (every λ/10) to maintain high capacity.
The difference in distances over which the transmit and receive CSI is useful stems from the fact that the transmitter need only ensure that the signals are sent in proper directions for achieving good receiver signal quality. As this depends on the multipath spatial structure (angles/gains of departure), this typically varies slowly with distance. The receiver, however, must be able to invert the channel matrix to extract the parallel data streams, a task which requires accurate CSI. Figure 8 plots the mean capacity for indoor Locations 1-8 assuming knowledge of either all elements or the diagonal elements of R z , given by expressions (5) and (6), respectively. TCD capacity (perfect knowledge of M at the receiver) is also plotted for comparison. The results indicate that about half of the capacity loss arises from ignorance of the cross-correlation terms, implying that using additional training to track R z could improve performance. If R z is slowly varying, such tracking should require modest training requirements. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper and the case of full knowledge of R z will not be considered further. Figure 9 illustrates the TCD metric for measured outdoor channels at 2.55 GHz, where again average, maximum, and minimum values are included. The average indoor TCD metric at 2.55 GHz as well as the average outdoor uninformed transmit capacity are also shown. Comparison of the data reveals that the long term decay of the outdoor TCD capacity is much slower than that of the indoor value, with d T > 3 m on average. Figure 10 plots the RCD capacity as a function of electrical distance for outdoor Locations 1-9 along with the average indoor RCD capacity. Interestingly, the outdoor d R value for the average curve is only slightly longer than that for the indoor measurements. This similarity is remarkable, since the two channels should have very different scattering characteristics, further suggesting that RCD capacity reduction is somewhat insensitive to the exact multipath structure.
Outdoor Channels
Conclusion
Although MIMO systems exhibit high capacity with perfect CSI, imperfect CSI can lead to reductions in available capacity. This paper had explored the effect of temporal variations on measured indoor and outdoor MIMO channels with receiver movement. Two metrics were developed that quantify the loss in channel quality in an information theoretic sense as either transmit or receive CSI becomes increasingly outdated. These metrics applied to indoor and outdoor 8×8 MIMO measurements at 2.55 and 5.2 GHz indicated that although transmit CSI can be useful for 10s of wavelengths, receive CSI must be updated on the order of λ/10 for high channel capacity. 
